
How to End Vaccine Mandates — A History
Lesson

written by GEG | February 24, 2022

Dr. Mercola chronicles 200 years of outbreaks of smallpox and plagues, which were often
related to lack of sanitation and poor diet. Forced vaccine programs failed to prevent
infection and transmission. Those who don’t know their history are bound to repeat it.

New Zealand Prime Minister Admits “There’s
Not Going To Be An End Point To This
Vaccination Program”
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New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern has candidly revealed that “there’s not going
to be an end point to this vaccination program,” as she called on people who got jabbed
six months ago to come back for another shot. The program of continual vaccination is
designed to last a lifetime. It truly never ends.

Greece Plans to Impose Monthly Fines of $113
for People Over 60 who Refuse the Covid
Vaccines
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Greece is set to make COVID-19 vaccines mandatory for people aged 60 or older, imposing
monthly fines of $113 on those who haven’t booked their first shot by January 16.

Germany Announces Lockdown for Unvaccinated
People. Merkel Proposes Forced Vaccines.
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Germany is locking down unvaccinated people. Merkel proposed compulsory vaccinations,
but mandated vaccines would have to be approved by the country’s parliament first.
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US Supreme Court, Supported by Both Parties,
Declines to Hear Case against Vax Mandates
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All 148,000 staff in the NYC school district were ordered to be vaccinated against Covid
by October 1, or face being placed on unpaid leave until the following year, September
2022. The Supreme Court has failed to remedy the vaccine mandates at this time, allowing
dangerous mandates to prevail and set a precedent.

Australia – The law is on Your Side When
Government Tries to Force Vaccination
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Former Lt. Colonel Riccardo Bosi, the head of the Australia One Party, explained why the
Australian government’s COVID19 policies are unlawful and gave advice to civilians and
soldiers on how to protect themselves from tyrannical leaders. Although this is
Australian law, there are strong parallels in most countries.

Biden Launches Campaign to Go ‘Door-to-Door’
to Compel Americans to Get the Jab

written by GEG | February 24, 2022

The Biden administration is organizing a door-to-door campaign to encourage unvaccinated
Americans to take the jab, indicating that the government is keeping tabs on who has
taken the ‘optional’ vaccine.
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Florida Bill “Banning Vaccine Passports”
Actually Allows State To “Use Any Means
Necessary to Vaccinate” Citizens
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The bill states: “If the individual poses a danger to the public health, the State
Health Officer may subject the individual to isolation or quarantine. If there is no
practical method to isolate or quarantine the individual, the State Health Officer may
use any means necessary to vaccinate or treat the individual.”

Censored News: Kentucky Passed SB 8 into Law
Allowing Opt-Out of COVID  Experimental
Vaccines, Even During an ‘Emergency’
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Other bills filed in Kentucky would bar the government from requiring any person to get
a vaccine, prohibit employers from requiring a vaccine, ban discrimination against an
employee who declines to get a vaccination, and prohibit colleges from requiring
students to be vaccinated except for students in health care programs.

New York State Lawmakers Propose Medical
Detention Camps and Forced Vaccination
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Assembly Bill A416 allows the governor or health authorities to detain anyone deemed a
health risk and to require them to submit to medical examinations as well as undergo a
“prescribed course of treatment, preventative medication or vaccination.”

New York Lawmaker Linda Rosenthal Submits
Bill to Force COVID Vaccine on Citizens
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Governor Andrew Cuomo stated that you cannot make someone take a vaccine, but the state
can coerce an individual to be vaccinated as a “condition” of other things, such as
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receiving welfare or enrolling your child in school.

New England Journal of Medicine Publishes
Paper Calling for Mandatory COVID-19 Vaccine

written by GEG | February 24, 2022

The paper suggests that “employment suspension or stay-at-home orders,” should be
issued, but that fines should be discouraged because they can be legally challenged. The
paper also recommends that government health authorities should avoid making public
their close relationship with vaccine manufacturers
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